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Abstract

This paper provides an example which indicates that updating player’s

knowledge is not straightforward in the conventional model of

knowledge, and a framework, using players’ perceptions of information

partitions, which allows us straightforward knowledge updating. An

analogue of the concept of common knowledge, called common thought,

is proposed, and the equivalence of the concept of common knowledge

and that of common thought under the condition of perception of finest

common coarsening of the players’ information partitions is verified.

1. Introduction

One of the purposes of this current paper is to provide an example

which indicates that updating knowledge in Aumann’s model [1] of
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knowledge is not straightforward. More concretely, the example shows

that straightforward knowledge updating implies that player’s knowledge

depends on the knowledge of others, which seems to contradict our usual

understanding that what a player knows is independent of what others

know. To resolve this problem using players’ perceptions of information
partitions is another purpose of this paper. Notation and terminology in

this paper are based on [1, 6].

Aumann’s framework [1] is used quite commonly to express players’
knowledge. In fact, [1] is the seminal work on the notions of knowledge
and common knowledge, and [5] is a comprehensive review on the notions
of knowledge and common knowledge based on [1]. Vassilakis and Zamir
[15] summarize the framework in [1] and clarify the relations between
Harsanyi’s attribute vectors [7] and the concept of the states of the world
in [1, 5] using Mertens and Zamir’s universal beliefs space [11]. Topics on
backwards induction, common knowledge, and substantial rationality are
dealt with in [2, 6, 13] using Aumann’s framework [1]. It is shown in [2]
that common knowledge of substantial rationality implies the backward
induction solution in games of perfect information, whereas in [13] that
common knowledge of substantial rationality does not imply the
backward induction solution in games of perfect information. Then, the
difference of [2] and [13] is discussed and clarified in [6].

An analogue of the concept of common knowledge, called common
thought, is newly proposed in this paper by using players’ perceptions of

the information partitions and the concept of strings that is commonly

used in hypergame theory [4, 8, 9, 10, 17]. An example that shows

difference and similarity between the concept of common knowledge and

that of common thought is given in this paper. In particular, it is verified

in the main theorem of this paper that common knowledge and common

thought are equivalent under the condition of perception of finest common
coarsening of the players’ information partitions.

Although the theory of hypergames treats incompleteness of

information in games, it has been developed almost independently of the

theory of games of incomplete information. [3] is the seminal work on the

theory of hypergames, and [4] gives an overview of the theory of

hypergames. [14] developed an operational procedure for conveniently
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analyzing a hypergame. [16] improved hypergame analysis. [17] gives

definitions of solution concepts in hypergames and  relationships among

them. The hypergame framework is applied also to negotiations [18]. As a

generalization of the concept of misperception, the concept of

interperception is developed in the seminal works by Inohara [8, 10]. A

decision situation is called with interperception, if the possibility of the

players’ misperceptions on the elements of situations are commonly

perceived by them. [10] gives a generalization of Nash equilibrium by

using the concept of interperception. The difference of the approaches to

incompleteness of information in hypergame theory and the theory of

games of incomplete information is also discussed in this paper.

In the next section, the conventional model is briefly introduced based

on [1, 6]. The example which indicates that updating knowledge is not

straightforward is clarified in Section 3, followed by a resolution using

players’ perceptions of information partitions in Section 4. Section 5

verifies some elementary facts on players’ perceptions of information

partition, and Section 6 deals with higher-order perceptions and the

concept of common thought. Before the conclusions and the discussion on

the difference of the approaches to incompleteness of information in

hypergame theory and in the theory of games of incomplete information,

the main theorem on the equivalence of common knowledge and common

thought under the condition of perception of finest common coarsening of

the players’ information partitions is proved in Section 7.

2. Conventional Model

In this section, a conventional model of knowledge is summarized

based on [1, 6].

Let { }nN ,,2,1 …=  be the set of all players, and let ( ( ) )NiiP ∈Ω,  be

the pair of the set Ω  of all states of the world and information partitions
( ) NiiP ∈  of the players, where iP  is a partition of Ω  for .Ni ∈  Usually,

iP  is thought to express player i’s whole knowledge on the game in which

player i is involved, and, in particular, the knowledge should be

independent of the knowledge of others, that is, ( ) .ijjP ≠
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For Ni ∈  and ( )ωΩ∈ω iP,  is the element of the partition iP  to

which state ω  belongs. For Ni ∈  and event E, that is a subset of ,Ω  let

( )EKi  be ( ){ }.EPi ⊂ωω  ( )EKi  expresses the event that player i knows

event E. In other words, player i knows event E if the true state ω  is in

( ).EKi  We also say that player i has knowledge at state ( )EKi∈ω  that

event E occurs.

For Ni ∈  and event E, let ( )EA  be ( ).EKiNi∈∩  ( )EA  expresses

that the event that all of the players know event E. In other words, again,
all of the players know event E if the true state ω  is in ( ).EA  For any

integer m such that ( )EAm m,1>  denotes ( ( )),1 EAA m−  where

( ) ( ).1 EAEA =  Then, for event E, let ( )ECK  be ( ).1 EAm
m
∞
=∩  ( )ECK

expresses the event that event E is common knowledge among the
players. In other words, again, event E is common knowledge among the
players if the true state ω  is in ( ).ECK

As one can easily find from the above definitions, in particular, those

of higher-order knowledge such as ( ( ))EKK 21  for ,Ω⊂E  that a

player’s knowledge is defined by involving the knowledge of others. More

precisely, the events that a player knows are determined by the

information partitions of others as well as by that of his/her own. In the

next section, an example indicates that straightforward knowledge

updating implies that a player’s knowledge depends on the knowledge of

others.

3. Example on Updating Knowledge

In this section, a simple example shows that updating knowledge is

not straightforward.

Let { }.,, cba=Ω  Then, one can have eight possible events, that

is, { } { } { } { } { } { },,,,,,,,,, accbbacba∅  and { }.,, cba  Let { },2,1=N

{ } { }{ },,,1 cbaP =  and { } { } { }{ }.,,2 cbaP =  Then, one can have (first-order)

knowledge, that is, ( )EK1  and ( )EK2  for ,Ω⊂E  of player 1 and 2,

respectively, as in the second and third rows in Table 1. Since ( )EK1  and
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( )EK2  are events, successive application of 2K  and 1K  to them,

respectively, one can have (second-order) knowledge, that is, ( ( ))EKK 12

and ( ( )),21 EKK  as in the fifth and fourth rows in Table 1, respectively.

Table 1. First- and second-order knowledge of players 1 and 2 with

( )21, PP

EK \ ∅ { }a { }b { }c { }ba, { }cb, { }ac, { }cba ,,

( )EK1 ∅ ∅ ∅ { }c { }ba, { }c { }c { }cb,a,

( )EK2 ∅ { }a { }b { }c { }ba, { }cb, { }ac, { }cb,a,

( )( )EKK 21 ∅ ∅ ∅ { }c { }ba, { }c { }c { }cb,a,

( )( )EKK 12 ∅ ∅ ∅ { }c { }ba, { }c { }c { }cb,a,

Now, let us change the information partition of player 2 from 2P  to

{ } { }{ }.,,2 cbaP =′  That is, player 2 gets to have less knowledge than in

above. The same procedure as in the above case with the pair ( )21, PP  of

information partitions derives the (first- and second-order) knowledge in

the case with the pair ( )21, PP ′  as in Table 2.

Table 2. First-and second-order knowledge of players 1 and 2 with

( )21, PP ′

EK \ ∅ { }a { }b { }c { }ba, { }cb, { }ac, { }cba ,,

( )EK1 ∅ ∅ ∅ { }c { }ba, { }c { }c { }cb,a,

( )EK2 ∅ { }a ∅ ∅ { }a { }cb, { }a { }cb,a,

( )( )EKK 21 ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ { }c ∅ { }cb,a,

( )( )EKK 12 ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ { }a ∅ ∅ { }cb,a,
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Comparing the fourth rows in Tables 1 and 2, that is, the rows with

the index ( )( ) "," 21 EKK  one can see that player 1 knows more in Table 1

than in Table 2, in spite of the fact that his/her information partition 1P

is the same in both cases. More concretely, for example, one can see that

( ({ })) { }babaKK ,,21 =  in Table 1, whereas ( ({ })) ∅=baKK ,21  in

Table 2. The former equation means that player 1 knows the event that

player 2 knows event { }ba,  if the true state is either a or b, whereas the

latter equation means that player 1 never knows the event that player 2

knows event { }ba,  at any true state.

This example seems to contradict with our usual understanding that

the information partition of a player describes the player’s whole

knowledge and that what a player knows is independent of what others,

know.

This problem occurs because of the implicit assumption that the

players correctly perceive each other’s information partition ( ) ,NiiP ∈  and

that the players know which states belong to elements of an information

partition. In the next section the author proposes a resolution of this

problem by using players’ perceptions of information partitions.

4. Players’ Perceptions of Information Partitions

In this section, the author introduces the concept of players’

perceptions of information partitions to resolve the problem of dependence
of knowledge obtained in Section 3. In this section, the terms of ‘think’

and ‘thought’ are used for higher-order knowledge instead of ‘know’ and

‘knowledge’, respectively, so as not to result any confusions.

Let ,, ΩN  and ( ) NiiP ∈  be as in Section 2, that is, the set of all

players, the set of all states of the world, and information partitions of the

players. For partitions P and Q of ,Ω  P is said to be a refinement of Q if

( ) ( )ω⊂ω QP  for all ,Ω∈ω  denoted by .QP ≥  In this case, moreover, Q

is said to be a coarsening of P.
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Consider the cases that each player perceives correctly his/her own
information partition but he/she does not always perceive the information

partitions of others and he/she has perceptions of those. Let i
jP  denote

player i’s (first-order) perception of ,jP  that is, player i perceives that

player j has i
jP  as his/her information partitions. It is assumed that

i
i
i PP =  for each ,Ni ∈  because each player usually perceives correctly

his/her own information partition. It should be assumed, moreover, that
i
jP  is a coarsening of iP  as partitions of ,Ω  so that the information

expressed by i
jP  is included in that by .iP  For ,Ni ∈  a list ( ) ,Nj

i
jP ∈

where ,i
i
i PP =  is called player i’s (first-order) perceptions of information

partitions, denoted by .iP

For ,Ni ∈  ,Nj ∈  and ( )ωΩ∈ω i
jP,  is the element of the partition

i
jP  to which state ω  belongs. If ,ij =  in particular, then ( )ωi

jP  is equal

to ( ),ωiP  where ( )ωiP  is the element of the partition iP  to which state ω

belongs.

For ,, NjNi ∈∈ and event E, that is a subset of ,Ω  let ( )EK i
j  be

{ ( ) }.EPi
j ⊂ωω  ( )EK i

j  expresses the event that player i thinks that

player j knows event E. In other words, player i thinks that player j

knows event E if the true state ω  is in ( ).EK i
j  We also say that player i

has the thought that player j knows event E at state ( ).EK i
j∈ω  If

,ij =  in particular, ( )EK i
j  is equal to ( ),EKi  where ( )EKi  is defined as

( ){ },EPi ⊂ωω  and expresses the event that player i knows event E.

For example, let ,, 1
21 PP  and 1

2'P  be { }{ { } { }} { }{ }{ },,,,,, cbacba  and

{{ }},,, cba  respectively. Note that 1P  is a refinement of 1
2P  and ,'12P  and
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that 1
2P  is a refinement of .'12P  Then, ( ),1 EK ( ),1

2 EK  ( ( )),1
21 EKK

( ),'12 EK  and ( ( ))EKK 1
21 '  are as in the Table 3.

Table 3. Thought of player 1 with ,, 1
21 PP  and 1

2'P

EK \ ∅ { }a { }b { }c { }ba, { }cb, { }ac, { }cba ,,

( )EK1 ∅ { }a { }b { }c { }ba, { }cb, { }ac, { }cba ,,

( )EK1
2

∅ ∅ ∅ { }c { }ba, { }c { }c { }cb,a,

( ( ))EKK 1
21

∅ ∅ ∅ { }c { }ba, { }c { }c { }cb,a,

( )EK 1
2′

∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ { }cb,a,

( ( ))EKK 1
22 ′ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ { }cb,a,

Table 3 shows that the thought derived by 1P  includes that by 1
2P  or

that by ,1
2P ′  in the sense that, at a state, if player 1 thinks by 1

2P  or by

1
2P ′  that player 2 knows an event, then player 1 knows the event by 1P

(see Proposition 1 in Section 5). Table 3 also shows that the thought

derived by 1
2P  includes that by 1

2P ′  (see Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 in

Section 5). Moreover, one can see from Table 3 that no additional thought

can be derived by 1P  to that by 1
2P   (see Proposition 2 in Section 5). Thus,

the problem in the example in Section 3 is overcome, at least in the

example given above, using the players’ perceptions of information

partitions.

The next section is devoted to verifying some elementary facts on the

framework proposed in this section, and consequently, to verifying that

the above claim in terms of the example that the problem is overcome is

generally true.
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5. Elementary Facts

In order to verify Propositions 1 and 2, five lemmas should be proved.

The proofs of them are almost straightforward.

Lemma 1. For ,, NjNi ∈∈  and ( ) ( )., ω⊂ωΩ∈ω i
ji PP

Proof. It is evident by the definition of coarsening of partition and

the assumption that i
jP  is a coarsening of .iP

Lemma 1 shows that a coarsening of an information partition derives

less thought than the information partition. It supports the relationships

of 1
2P  or 1

2P ′  toward ,1P  and those of 1
2P ′  toward 1

2P  in the example in

Section 4 (see Table 3 in Section 4).

Lemma 2. For ( ) ., EEKE i ⊂Ω⊂

Proof. If ( ),EKi∈ω  then ( ) EPi ⊂ω  by the definition of .iK  Since

ω  is an element of ( ),ωiP  E∈ω  holds.

Lemma 2 shows the event derived by iK  from an event is included in

or equal to the original event.

Lemma 3. For ( ( )) ( )., ω=ωΩ∈ω iii PPK

Proofs. ( ( )) ( )ω⊂ω iii PPK  holds by Lemma 2. If ( ( )),ω∉ω′ ii PK

then ( )ω′iP  is not a subset of ( )ωiP  by the definition of iK  and, in

particular, ( ) ( ).ω≠ω′ ii PP  Since iP  is a partition of ( )., ω∉ω′Ω iP

By Lemma 3, one can see that the event derived by iK  from an

element of information partition is equal to the original cell.

Lemma 4. If ,FE ⊂  then ( ) ( ).FKEK ii ⊂

Proof. If ( ),EKi∈ω  then ( ) EPi ⊂ω  by the definition of .iK  If

,FE ⊂  then ( ) FPi ⊂ω  holds, and one can have that ( )FKi∈ω  again

by the definition of .iK
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It is verified by Lemma 4 that iK  preserves the relation of “set

inclusion” between two sets.

Lemma 5. For ( ( )) ( )., EKEKKE iii =Ω⊂

Proofs. ( ( )) ( )EKEKK iii ⊂  holds by Lemma 2. For  ( ),EKi∈ω

( ) EPi ⊂ω  holds by the definition of .iK  By Lemma 4, one can have that

( ( )) ( ).EKPK iii ⊂ω  Thus ( ) ( )EKP ii ⊂ω  by Lemma 3. Therefore,

( ( ))EKK ii∈ω  by the definition of .iK

As in Lemma 3, one can see that the event derived by iK  from ( )EKi

is equal to ( ).EKi  Comparing to Lemma 2, one can see that iK  never

shrinks knowledge.

By using these lemmas, the following two properties are verified.

Proposition 1. For ( ) ( )., EKEKE i
i
j ⊂Ω⊂

Proof. For ( ) ( ) EPEK j
i

i
j ⊂ω∈ω ,  holds by the definition of .i

jK  By

Lemma 1, one can have that ( ) ,EPi ⊂ω  and ( )EKi∈ω  by the definition

of  .iK

Proposition 1 means that when player i thinks that player j knows an

event at a state, player i also knows the event at the state.

Proposition 2. For ( ( )) ( )., EKEKKE i
j

i
ji =Ω⊂

Proof. ( ( )) ( )EKEKK i
j

i
ji ⊂  holds by Lemma 2. ( ( )) i

j
i
ji KEKK ⊃

( ( ))EK i
j  also holds by Proposition 1. Since ( ( )) ( )EKEKK i

j
i
j

i
j =  by

Lemma 5, one can have that ( ( )) ( ).EKEKK i
j

i
ji ⊃

By Proposition 2, it is implied that all and only the thought of player i

on player j’s knowledge are described in .i
jK
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6. Higher-Order Perceptions and Common Knowledge

Employing the concept of strings of players [4, 8, 9, 10, 17], higher-

order perceptions on information partitions and an analogue of the

concept of common knowledge, called common thought in this paper, can

be easily defined and be dealt with.

Let ,, ΩN  and ( ) NiiP ∈  be as in the Section 2 and 4, that is, the set of

all players, the set of all states of the world, and information partitions of

the players. Also, let P is the finest common coarsening jNj P∈∧  of

( ) ,NiiP ∈  that is, P satisfies (i) PPi ≥  for all ,Ni ∈  and (ii) if there

exists Q such that QPi ≥  for all ,Ni ∈  then .QP ≥  Moreover, for event

E, let ( )EK  denote { ( ) }.EP ⊂ωω

For ,Ni ∈  let, moreover, ∗∑i  be { ( )…,2,121 ==σ piii p

( )}1,,2,1,,,, 12,1 −=≠=∈ + priiiiNiii rrpp ……  called the set of all

strings of players of i. Note that the last player in the string in ∗∑i  is

player i in this definition.

Using the strings of players the author gives an inductive definition

of players’ higher-order perceptions on information partition. For

,, NjNi ∈∈  and σ∗∑∈=σ jip Piii ,21  denotes player i’s (note that

iip = ) perception of .121 −piii
jP  That is, σ

jP  means player i’s perception

of player 1−pi ’s perception of … player 1i ’s perception of player j’s

information partition .jP  Assume that i
i
i PP =  for ,Ni ∈  and that for

,, NjNi ∈∈  and ∗∑∈=σ ipiii 21  such that pii
jj PPi 2,1 =≠σ σ  if

.1 ji =

For ,,, 21
∗∑∈=σ∈∈ ipiiiNjNi  and event E, let ( )EK j

σ  be

{ ( ) }.EPj ⊂ωω σ  ( )EK j
σ  expresses the event that player i thinks that

player 1−pi  thinks that … player 1i  thinks that player j knows event E.
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In other words, player i thinks that player 1−pi  thinks that … player 1i

thinks that player j knows event E if the true state ω  is in ( ).EK j
σ  If

,1ij =  in particular, ( )EK j
σ  is equal to ( ).32

1
EK piii

i

For Ni ∈  and ,∗∑∈σ i  a list ( ) NjjP ∈
σ  is called string s'σ

perceptions of information partition, denoted by ,σP  and a list ( ) ∗∈∑σ
σ

i
P

is called player i’s overall perception of information partitions, denoted by

.iP  One can see that iP  includes all player i’s higher-order perceptions

as well as player i’s first-order perceptions on information partitions of

the player. In order to avoid the problem of dependence of knowledge

described in Section 3, ( ) ∗∈∑σ
σ=

j
PiP  should satisfy that for

∗∑∈=σ jpiii 21  and σ∈ jPNj ,  is a coarsening of .32

1

piii
iP

Now, let us define an analogure of the concept of common knowledge,

called common thought. For Ni ∈  and event E, let ( )EAi  be

( ).EK i
jNj∈∩  ( )EAi  expresses the event that player i thinks that all of

the players know event E. In other words, player i thinks that all of the

players know event E if the true state ω  is in ( ).EAi  We also say that

player i has the thought that all of the players know event E at sate

( ).EAi∈ω

For ,, 21
∗∑∈=σ∈ jpiiiNi  and event E, let ( )EAσ  be Nj∈∩

( ).EK j
σ  ( )EAσ  expresses the event that player i (note that iip = )

thinks that player 1−pi  thinks that … player 1i  thinks that all of the

players know event E. Moreover, for Ni ∈  and event E, let ( )ECTi  be

( ).EA
i

σ
∈∑σ ∗∩  ( )ECTi  expresses the event that player i thinks that event

E is common thought among the players. Then, for event

( ) ( )ECTECTE iNi∈= ∩,  expresses the event that event E is common
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thought among the players. In other words, event E is common thought

among the players if the true state ω  is in ( ).ECT

Now let us see an example to compare the concept of common
knowledge and that of common thought. Let { }2,1=N  and

{ }.,,, dcba=Ω  Also, let 1P  and 2P  be {{ } { } { }}dcba ,,,  and

{{ } { } { }},,,, dcba  respectively. Moreover, for Ni ∈  and ∗∑∈σ 1  such that

,1≠σ  let σ
iP  be { } { }{ },,,, dcba  and for Ni ∈  and ∗∑∈σ 2  such that

,2≠σ  let σ
iP  be { } { }{ }.,,, dcba  Then, one can have player i’s overall

perceptions of information partitions iP  for .Ni ∈  Then, one can have

( ),ECK  ( ),1 ECT  ( ),2 ECT  and ( )ECT  for possible event E as in Table 4.

Table 4. Coincidence of common knowledge and common thought

ECTCK \, ∅ { }a { }b { }c { }d { }ba, { }ca, { }da,

( )ECK ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ { }ba, ∅ ∅

( )ECT1 ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ { }ba, ∅ ∅

( )ECT2 ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ { }ba, ∅ ∅

( )ECT ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ { }ba, ∅ ∅

ECTCK \, { }cb, { }db, { }dc, { }cba ,, { }dba ,, { }dca ,, { }dcb ,, { }dcba ,,,

( )ECK ∅ ∅ { }dc, { }ba, { }ba, { }dc, { }dc, { }dcba ,,,

( )ECT1 ∅ ∅ { }dc, { }ba, { }ba, { }dc, { }dc, { }dcba ,,,

( )ECT2 ∅ ∅ { }dc, { }ba, { }ba, { }dc, { }dc, { }dcba ,,,

( )ECT ∅ ∅ { }dc, { }ba, { }ba, { }dc, { }dc, { }dcba ,,,
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One can see in Table 4 that common knowledge CK and common

thought CT coincide with each other. It is because each player has the

finest common coarsening of the true information partitions, that is, 1P

and ,2P  as his/her perceptions of the other’s information partitions (see

Theorem 1 in Section 7).

Table 5. Difference of common knowledge and common thought

ECTCK \, ∅ { }a { }b { }c { }d { }ba, { }ca, { }da,

( )ECK ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ { }d ∅ ∅ { }d

( )ECT1 ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ { }ba, ∅ ∅

( )ECT 2 ∅ { }a ∅ ∅ ∅ { }a { }a { }a

( )ECT ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ { }a ∅ ∅

ECTCK \, { }cb, { }db, { }dc, { }cba ,, { }dba ,, { }dca ,, { }dcb ,, { }dcba ,,,

( )ECK ∅ { }d { }d { }cba ,, { }d { }d { }d { }dcba ,,,

( )ECT1 ∅ ∅ { }dc, { }ba, { }ba, { }dc, { }dc, { }dcba ,,,

( )ECT 2 ∅ ∅ ∅ { }a { }a { }a { }dcb ,, { }dcba ,,,

( )ECT ∅ ∅ ∅ { }a { }a ∅ { }dc, { }dcba ,,,

Table 5 is generated by { } { } { }{ },,,,1 dcbaP = {{ } { },,,2 cbaP =

{ }},d { } { }{ }dcbaPi ,,,=σ  for Ni ∈  and ∗∑∈σ 1  such that ,1≠σ  and

{ } { }{ }dcbaPi ,,,=σ  for Ni ∈  and ∗∑∈σ 2  such that .2≠σ  In Table 5,

common knowledge CK and common thought CT do not coincide

anymore. Moreover, there does not exist even the relation of “set-

inclusion” between them. This example shows that the concept of common

thought is actually different from that common knowledge.
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7. Main Theorem

In this section, the main theorem, that claims that the concept of

common knowledge and that of common thought coincide under condition

of perception of finest common coarsening of players’ information
partitions, is verified. In order to verify the main theorem (Theorem 1),

one needs to prove four more lemmas.

Lemma 6. For Ni ∈  and event E and F, and ( ) ( )FKEK ii ∩

( ).FFKi ∩=

Proof. If ( ) ( ),FKEK ii ∩∈ω  then one can have that ( ) EPi ⊂ω  and

that ( ) .FPi ⊂ω  It is followed by ( ) ( ).FEPi ∩⊂ω  Thus, ( ).FEKi ∩∈ω

If ( ),FEKi ∩∈ω  then one can have that ( ) ( ).FEPi ∩⊂ω  This means

that ( ) EPi ⊂ω  and that ( ) .FPi ⊂ω  Thus, one can have that

( ) ( ).FKEK ii ∩∈ω

Lemma 7. For event E, positive integer m, and ,,, 21 Niii m ∈…

( )
1i

m KEA ⊂ ( ( )))( .
2

EKK mii

Proof. For ,1 Ni ∈  one can have that ( ) ( ( ))EAAEA mm 1−=

( ( )) ( ( )).11
1

EAKEAK m
i

m
iNi

−−
∈ ⊂= ∩  Similarly, for ,2 Ni ∈  one can

have that ( ) ( ( )) ( ( )).221
2

EAKEAKEA m
i

m
iNi

m −−
∈

− ⊂= ∩  By Lemma 4

in Section 5, ( ( )) ( ( ( )))EAKKEAK m
ii

m
i

21
211

−− ⊂  is satisfied. By

induction, one can have the result.

Before proving Lemma 8, let us define a relation of reachability on .Ω

For a positive integer m, and ω  and ω′  in ωΩ,  is said to be reachable to

,ω′  denoted by ,~ ω′ω  if there exist ( ) ( )ω′=ωωω=ω m,,, 21 …  and

Niii m ∈…,, 21  such that for any ( ).,1,,2,1
1 kii kk Pmk ω∈ω−=

+
…

This definition of reachability and the proof of Lemma 8 are essentially

the same as the ones in [12]. Since this relation is an equivalence relation

on ,Ω  it generate a partition of ,Ω  denoted by { ( )} .Ω∈ωω= RR
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By definition, one can have that for ,, Ni ∈Ω∈ω  and

( ) .~, ω′ωω∈ω′ iP  Thus, for Ni ∈  and ( ) ( ),, ω⊂ωΩ∈ω RPi  that is

followed by that R is a coarsening of iP  for all .Ni ∈  Therefore, for

( ) ( ),, ω⊂ω∧Ω∈ω ∈ RPjNj  since jNj P∈∧  is the finest coarsening of

( ) .NiiP ∈

Lemma 8. Assume that jNji PP ∈
σ ∧=  for all Ni ∈  and all ∗∑∈σ i

such that ,i≠σ  where jNj P∈∧  is the finest coarsening of ( ) .NiiP ∈  For

Ω∈ω  and event E, the following two statements are equivalent;

1. ( ( ( ( ))))EKKK miii 21
∈ω  for all positive integer m and all

.,, 21 Niii m ∈…

2. ( )EK miii
i

21
1

∈ω  For all integer m and all .,, 21 Niii m ∈…

Proof.  First, assume that ( ( ( ( ))))EKKK miii 21
∈ω  for all positive

integer m and all .,, 21 Niii m ∈…  In the case of ,1=m  in particular,

( )EKi1∈ω  for all .1 Ni ∈  This implies that ( )EK i
i
1
1

∈ω  for all Ni ∈1

since ( ) ( ).1
11

EKEK i
ii =  in the case of ,1>m  it has to be shown that

( ),EK∈ω  because ( ) ( )EKEK miii
i =21
1

 for all positive integer m such

that 2>m  and all Niii m ∈…,, 21  by the assumption of this lemma.

(( ( ( ( ))))EKKK miii 21
∈ω  implies that for all ( ),

12 ω∈ω iP  all

( ) ,,23 2
…ω∈ω iP  and all ( ) ( ) ,,11

EPP mimim mm ⊂ωω∈ω −−
 which

means that E∈ω′  for all ω′  such that ω′ω ~  with ,,,, 21 miii …  and

some ( ) ( ).,,, 21 ω′=ωωω=ω m…  Therefore, with the consideration on all

positive integers m and all ,,, 21 Niii m ∈…  one can have that E∈ω′  if

.~ ω′ω  It is followed by ( ) .ER ⊂ω  Since ( ) ( )ω⊂ω∧ ∈ RPjNj  is

generally true for ,Ω∈ω ( ) ( ) ,EPjNj ⊂ω∧ ∈  that is, ( ),EK∈ω  is

satisfied.
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Next, assume that ( )EK miii
i

21
1

∈ω  for all positive integer m and all

.,, 21 Niii m ∈…  In the case of ,1=m  in particular, ( )EK i
i
1
1

∈ω  for all

.1 Ni ∈  This implies that ( )EKi1∈ω  for all Ni ∈1  since

( ) ( ).
1

1
1

EKEK i
i
i =  In the case of ( )EKm miii

i
…21

1
,1 ∈ω>  means that

( ),EK∈ω  that is, ( ) ( ) ,EPjNj ⊂ω∧ ∈   by the assumption of this

lemma. Since 
1iP  is a refinement of ,jNj P∈∧  one can have that

( ) ( ) ( ).
1

ω∧⊂ω ∈ jNji PP  Since ( ) ( )ω∧∈ω ∈ jNj P2  for all ( )ω∈ω
12 iP

and 
2iP  is a refinement of ,jNj P∈∧  moreover, one can have that

( ) ( ) ( ).22
ω∧⊂ω ∈ jNji PP  Similarly, since ( ) ( )ω∧∈ω ∈ jNj P3  for all

( )ω∈ω
23 iP  and 

3iP  is a refinement of ,jNj P∈∧  one can have that

( ) ( ) ( ).33
ω∧⊂ω ∈ jNji PP  Repeating the same argument, one can have

that ( ) ( ) ( )ω∧⊂ω ∈ jNjmi PP m  since ( ) ( )ω∧∈ω ∈ jNjm P  for all

( )11 −ω∈ω
− mim mP  and miP  is a refinement of .jNj P∈∧  In summary, one

can have that for all ( ),
12 ω∈ω iP  all ( ) ,,23 2

…ω∈ω iP  and all

( ) ( ) ,,11
EPP mimim mm ⊂ωω∈ω −−

 which means ( ( ( ( ))))EKKKw miii 21
∈

for all positive integer m and all .,, 21 Niii m ∈…

Lemma 9. For Ω∈ω   and event ( ( ( ( ))))EKKKE miii 21
, ∈ω  for

all positive integer m and all Niii m ∈…,, 21  implies that ( )EAm∈ω

for all positive integer m.

Proof. For Ni ∈  and ,,, 121 Niii m ∈−…  one can have that

( ( ( ( ( ))))),
121

EKKKK iiii m−
∈ω  which means that 

1iNi K∈∈ω ∩

( ( ( ( ( ))))).
12

EKKK iii m−
 Applying Lemma 6 repeatedly, one can have

that ( ( ( ( ( )))))EKKKK iNiiii m ∈−
∈ω ∩

121
 ( ( (

121 −
= miii KKK ( ( ))))).EA

Then, it is satisfied that ( ( ( ( ( ( ))))))EAKKKK iiii m 221 −
∈ω  for m N∈

and ,,, 221 Niii m ∈−…  which means that (
21 iiNi KK∈∈ω ∩
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( ( ( ( ( )))))).
2

EAKK iim−
 Applying Lemma 6 repeatedly again, one can

have that ( ( (
221 −

∈ω miii KKK ( ( ( ))))))EAKiNi 1∈∩ (
21 ii KK=

( ( ( ( ))))).2
2

EAK mi −
 By induction, one can have that ( ).EAm∈ω

Theorem 1. Consider ( ( ) ( ) ),,,, NiiNiiPN ∈∈Ω P  where for ,Ni ∈

(( ) ) ∗∈∑σ∈
σ=

iNjji PP  and .i
i
i PP =  Then, ( ) ( )ECKECT =  for all event

,Ω⊂E  if jNji PP ∈
σ ∧=   for all Ni ∈  and all ∗

∗∑∈σ  such that ,i≠σ

where jNj P∈∧  is the finest coarsening of ( ) .NiiP ∈

Proof. Let us assume that ( ).ECK∈ω  Then, by definition, for all

positive integer m, ( ).EAm∈ω  By Lemma 7, for all ,,, 21 Niii m ∈…

( ( ( ))).
21

EKKK miii∈ω

By Lemma 8, ( ( ( )))EKKK miii 21
∈ω  for all positive integer m and

all Niii m ∈…,, 21  implies that ( )EK miii
i

21
1

∈ω  for all positive integer

m and all ,,, 21 Niii m ∈…  thus it follows that for all Ni ∈  and all

( )., EAi
σ∗ ∈ω∑∈σ   Then, one can have that for all ( ),, ECTNi i∈ω∈

and, by definition, that ( ).ECT∈ω

Let us assume that ( ).ECT∈ω  Then, by definition, one can have

that for all ( )., ECTNi i∈ω∈  Moreover, also by definition, it is satisfied

that for all Ni ∈  and all ( )., EAi
σ∗ ∈ω∑∈σ  This implies that for all

positive integer m and all ( ).,,,, ,
21

21
1

EKNiii miii
im… ∈ω∈  By

Lemma 8, ( )EK miii
i

,21
1

∈ω  for all positive integer m and all

Niii m ∈…,, 21  implies that ( ( ( )))EKKK miii 21
∈ω  for all positive

integer m and all ,,,, 21 Niii m ∈…  thus, by Lemma 9, it follows that for

all positive integer m, ( ).EAm∈ω  This implies, by definition, that

( ).ECK∈ω
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8. Conclusions

In this paper, the author provided an example which indicates that

updating knowledge is not straightforward in the conventional model of

knowledge, and gave a resolution using players’ perceptions of

information partitions. The validity of the resolution was generally

confirmed by one lemma (Lemma 1) and two propositions (Propositions 1

and 2). Whereas the knowledge of a player, in particular, higher-order

knowledges in the conventional model is defined by involving the

knowledge of others, the thought of a player is defined by involving only

the player’s perceptions of the information partitions The definition of

thought is consistent with our usual understanding that “knowledge” of a

player is independent of “knowledge” of others.

The author also treated higher-order perceptions of players and

defined the concept of common thought, that was an analogue of the

concept of common knowledge. It was verified in Theorem 1 that the

concept of common knowledge and that of common thought are

equivalent under the condition of perception of finest common coarsening

of the players’ information partitions.

By an example in Section 6 (see Table 5), it was shown that the

concept of common knowledge and that of common thought are mutually

different concepts. The difference between the concept of common

knowledge and that of common thought reflects the differences of the

approaches to incompleteness of information in the theory of games of

incomplete information and in the theory of hypergames. One of the

critical differences in on the knowledge of the states in an element of an

information partition. That is, in the theory of games of incomplete

information, a player knows which state belong to an elements of an

information partition. Thus, a player is assumed to have probability

distribution on the state, and the type space [7] is reasonable to be

considered. On the other hand, in the theory of hypergames, a player does

not know which states belong to elements of an information partition. So,

it is reasonable to assume that a player has his/her perceived game.
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Both of the theory of games of incomplete information and the theory

for hypergames treat incompleteness of information in games, but they

has been developed without interaction. The concepts that were newly

proposed and concretely defined in this paper, and possible

generalizations of the concept of thought and that of common thought by

using the framework of interperception, in particular, the concept of

schemes in [8] will connect those two theories, and lead us to a more

fruitful theory.
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